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THE SLAVS OF THE MID-DANUBE BASIN
AND THE BULGARIAN EXPANSION IN THE FIRST HALF
OF THE 9TH CENTURY*
The Annals of the Frankish kingdom, under the year 818, contain a descrip-
tion of the arrival of legations of certain Abodrits, Guduskans and Timo~ans at the
Frankish court in Heristal. This paper is devoted to an attempt at the further identifi-
cation of these tribes and their habitats. It mainly discusses the possibility that the
Timo~ans and Abodrits should be recognized as two of the so-called Seven Slavic
tribes, over whom the Bulgarians imposed their power in 680/681. The final part of
the paper is dedicated to an overview of the question of the expansion of Bulgarian
authority in the area of the Morava River valley.
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U Analima Frana~kog kraqevstva, pod 818. g., opisuje se dolazak po-
slanstava izvesnih Abodrita, Guduskana i Timo~ana na frana~ki dvor u He-
ristal. Rad je posve}en poku{aju bli`e identifikacije ovih plemena i wi-
hovih stani{ta. Raspravqa se prevashodno o mogu}nosti da se u Timo~anima i
Abodritima prepoznaju dva od tzv. Sedam slovenskih plemena kojima su Bugari
nametnuli svoju vlast 680/681. g. Na kraju se daje i osvrt na pitawe {irewa
bugarske vlasti na podru~je Moravske doline.
Kqu~ne re~i: Sloveni, Bugari, Timo~ani, Abodriti, Podunavqe
In the Annals of the Frankish Kingdom (Annales regni Francorum,h e r e -
inafter referred to as ARF), composed in the first half of the ninth century,1 in the
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1 It was usually believed that their author was Einhard, courtier of Charlemagne (768–814) and
of Louis the Pious (814–840), but such thinking is now discarded, and the Annals are considered aabundance of information it provides, related to all the meridians connected with
the policy of the powerful Frankish state of the Carolingian era, there are several
items that concern certain southern Slavic tribes. For the first time these tribes are
mentioned in the description of the legations the Frankish emperor Louis the
Pious (814–840) received in Heristal, at the end of 818. On his way back to
Aachen, where he intended to spend the following winter, the emperor stopped at
Heristal to receive the envoys of Sico, duke of Benevento.2 However, along with
these envoys from southern Italy, …erant ibi et aliarum nationum legati, Abodri-
torum videlicet ac Bornae, ducis Guduscanorum et Timocianorum, qui nuper a
Bulgarorum societate desciverant et ad nostros fines se contulerant, simul et
Liudewiti, ducis Pannoniae inferioris…3 The southern Slavic tribes that are men-
tioned here are, therefore, the Abodrits, Guduskans and Timo~ans, and this fact is
the starting point for research into their fate at a moment when, for the first and
only time, they entered the scene of historical events.
As for the Timo~ans, the theory emerged among scholars long ago that they
should be recognized as one of the so-called Seven Slavic tribes, who, according
to Theophanes and Nicephorus the Patriarch, the Bulgarians found and conquered
when settling on the right bank of the lower Danube.4 In this paper, I shall try to
put forward a few observations that I think can support this thesis. The case of the
Abodrits is very interesting and it should be given special attention.
The question of the Guduskans, however, represents a major controversy in
historical science. Initially, when examining the ARF data for 818, scholars, ke-
eping to the verbatim text of the old edition of the ARF, by Pertz,5 considered
them also to be a Danubian Slavic tribe, as were the Abodrits and Timo~ans, and
saw in Borna the joint leader of both the Guduskans and the Timo~ans. However,
in the second quarter of the 19th century, a slight intervention was made in the text
of that section — a comma (“,”) was added after Bornae, ducis Guduscanorum and
in front of et Timocianorum, thereby changing the meaning of the entire sentence
so that the said Borna was only the dux of the Guduskans but not of the Timo~ans,
and that only the Timo~ans had separated from the Bulgarorum societate, while
the Guduskans were the earlier inhabitants of Dalmatia. This intervention was
accepted by all subsequent researchers, and it also made its way into a later
edition of the ARF, the result of which was that the Guduskans were completely
dropped from the study of topics related to the position of the tribes of the middle
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work by anonymous authors, cf. Reichsannalen, Lexicon des Mittelalters, J. B. Metzler,S t u t -
tgart–Weimar 1999 (hereinafter LdMA), Vol. VII, coll. 616–617 (U. Nonn). Hereinafter, I shall use
the nominal author of the ARF.
2 Annales Einhardi a. 741–829, ed. G. H. Pertz, MGH SS I, Hannoverae 1819, 205.17–20
(hereinafter Einh).
3 Einh, 205.20–23.
4 The opinion that the Timo~ans were one of the Seven Slavic tribes of Theophanes was
promoted already by L. Niederle, Slovanske staro`itnosti, II–1, Praha 1902, 416–417. For a review of
older opinions and literature on Timo~ans, cf. Sáownik starozitnosci sáowianskich (hereinafter SSS),
VI, Wrocáaw–Warszawa–Krakow–Gdansk, 1977, 83–84 (W. Swoboda).
5 Edition released in 1819, which I also follow in this paper. See above, n. 2.Danube during the expansion of the Bulgarian domains in the first half of the
ninth century.6 It is my opinion that the aforementioned intervention in the source
text was unjustified.7 However, proving this point would entail a separate discus-
sion for which there is no space or need, here. The purpose of this paper can be
achieved even if the considerations are limited to the Abodrits and Timo~ans, and
the results themselves, to some extent, will show whether the Guduskans can be
linked up with them.
Data of the Frankish Annals — After the aforementioned data from 818,
the Abodrits on one hand, and the Timo~ans on the other, are mentioned sepa-
rately in the ARF, in different places and in different contexts. The Timo~ans are
discussed in the context of events in Dalmatia and Lower Pannonia and, first of
all, I shall pay attention to the data concerning them. The Abodrits are mentioned
in a different context and require special attention so I shall devote a special unit
to them within the framework of this paper.
The Timo~ans are mentioned only one more time in the ARF, in the year
819, in the description of the clashes that arose between the duke of Lower
Pannonia, Liudewitus, and his superior, the duke Cadolah of Friuli, that grew into
an open conflict between Liudewitus and the emperor of the Franks, himself. On
the one hand, Liudewitus kept offering the emperor peace proposals through his
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6 The intervention in the text of this section was first done by J. C. Zeuss, Die Deutschen und
die Nachbarstamme, Munich 1837, 614. Afterwards, it was accepted by E. Dummler, Uber die
Geschichte der alteste Slawen in Dalmatien, Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Wien 1856, 388, and then, with further explanation, by F. Ra~ki in his collection of sources for
earliest Croatian history, Documenta historiae chroaticae periodum antiquam illustrantia, ed. F. Racki,
MHSM, VII, Zagrabiae 1877, 320 sq. Finally, F. Kurze added the controversial “,” in his new edition
of the ARF, Annales regni Francorum inde ab a. 741. usque ad a. 829. qui dicuntur Annales
Laurissenses maiores et Einhardi, ed. F. Kurze, Hannoverae 1895, 149. After that, this interpretation
prevailed absolutely in science. It was questioned only by S. Prvanovi}, Ko je bio hrvatski knez Borna
(Da li je poreklom iz Isto~ne Srbije?), Rad JAZU 311 (1957) 301–310, but his work was strongly
criticized by N. Klai}, S. Prvanovi}, Ko je bio hrvatski knez Borna (Da li je poreklom iz Isto~ne
Srbije?), HZ 10 (1957) 258–259. For a brief overview of this controversy and older literature on
Guduskans, cf. SSS, II–1, Wrocáaw–Warszawa–Krakow 1964, 92 (W. Fran~i}). From the time of
Ra~ki onwards many lines has been written on Borna and Guduskans in the Croatian historiography,
and there is no room for an overall survey of those works. Only the latest of them should be noted,
such as M. An~i}, Od karolin{kog du`nosnika do hrvatskog vladara. Hrvati i karolin{ko carstvo u
prvoj polovici IX. stolje}a, Radovi Zavoda za povjesne znanosti HAZU u Zadru 40 (1998) 27–41.
Unfortunately, the collection of papers dedicated to this period of Croatian history, Hrvati i Karolinzi,
dio prvi: Rasprave i vrela, ur. A. Milo{evi}, Split 2000, was not at my disposal.
7 In the first half of the ninth century, when the author of the ARF drafted his annals, commas
were not used, and if he wanted to emphasize a different context in which the Guduskans were
mentioned from the context to which the Abodrits and Timo~ans belonged, I believe that he would
have done it otherwise, to make it immediately clear to his readers, but certainly not by using an et.I n
any case, one of his first readers, the anonymous author of the Life of Emperor Louis, a contemporary,
using data from the ARF for his work, summarizing and paraphrasing them, understood the contro-
versial point just as a meaningful and contextual integrality — that the Abodrits and Guduskans and
Timo~ans all left the Bulgarorum societate and joined with the Franks: …Praeterea alliarum aderant
missi nationum, Abotritorum videlicet et Goduscanorum et Timotianorum, qui Bulgarum sotietate
relicta, nostris se nuper sotiaverant…, Vita Hludowici imperatoris, ed. G. H. Pertz, MGH SS II,
Hannoverae 1829, 624.5–7.emissaries, while, on the other, he tried to persuade neighboring nations to fight
the Franks. In this context, Liudewitus Timocianorum quoque populum, qui dimis-
sa Bulgarorum societate, ad imperatorum venire ac dicioni eius se permittere
gestiebat, ne hoc efficeret, ita intercepit ac falsis persuasionibus inlexit, ut, omisso
quod facere cogitabat, perfidiae illius socius et adiutor existeret.8 Liudewitus soon
clashed with the forces of the duke of Friuli, and then went onto Dalmatia, and on
the River Kupa clashed with Borna, who was now dux of Dalmatia and a Frankish
ally, and then penetrated deeper into Dalmatia.9
Thus, about 818, the tribe of the Timo~ans, left the Bulgarorum societas,
placed themselves under Frankish protection, and moved to the territory under
Frankish rule. They informed the emperor Louis about this through the envoys they
sent to Heristal at the end of 818. They settled somewhere in the neighborhood of
Lower Pannonia, then ruled by dux Liudewitus. In his major movement against
Frankish rule over Lower Pannonia in 819, Liudewitus succeeded in winning over
the Timo~ans to his side. In later sources, the Timo~ans are no longer mentioned,
either in Lower Pannonia, or in Dalmatia. The case would be, most probably, that
after a short time, having lost their political uniqueness, they merged with the Slavs
who had already been living in the region for a long time — the Croats.
We should now return, however, to the question of their origin, space, and
the position they had before they placed themselves in the Frankish orbit. A
crucial fact in this connection is that they left the Bulgarorum societate,w h i c hi s
highlighted twice in the ARF. This fact indicates that their homeland should be
sought somewhere in the neighborhood of the Bulgarians. Moreover, their very
name — Timo~ans (Timociani) — etymologically unequivocally points to the River
Timok as the area from where they came.
The term societas has several meanings in Latin, but their essence is the
same — company, association, alliance…10 The Timo~ans were a tribe that lived
in the neighborhood of the Bulgarians, around the River Timok, and they existed
in a kind of alliance with the Bulgarians. The nature of the aforementioned infor-
mation in the ARF imposes the conclusion that it indicates an enduring rela-
tionship between the Bulgarians and the mentioned Slavs, i.e. that the Timo~ans
abandoned their relationship with the Bulgarians which had lasted for a long
period of time, and that the Bulgarorum societas for this Slavic tribe represented a
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8 Einh, 205.43, 206.3–7.
9 Einh, 206.12–24. In the context of these events the Guduskans are mentioned again, as
Borna’s subjects, but who deserted him in the first phase of the battle on the River Kupa and returned
to their homes, but then again they submitted to him. Borna and his family are mentioned two more
times later in the ARF, in 821, when Borna died and was succeeded by his nephew Ladasclavus, Einh,
208.1–3, and in 823, when Liudewitus, leaving the Serbs, with whom he took refuge after the defeat
of 822, he came to Dalmatia, to Borna’s uncle Liudemuhslus, who had him soon killed, Einh,
209.13–17, 210.36–38.
All the mentioned information of the ARF was taken over and briefly paraphrased by the
anonymous author of the Life of Emperor Louis, Vita Hludowici, 624.5–8, 624.40–625.10,
625.32–34, 42–43, 626.26–31, 627.35–36.
10 C. Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis, VI, Parisii 1846, 276.kind of legal status. That is what can be said of the Timo~ans, based on the data
recorded in the Annals of the Frankish Kingdom, under the years 818 and 819.
Data of the Byzantine sources — On the other hand, the Byzantine sources
that came into being at the beginning of the 9th century, primarily the Chrono-
graphia of Theophanes the Confessor (d. 818) and the Breviarium historicum of
Patriarch Nicephorus (806–815, d. 828), contain important information about the
relations between the Bulgarians and the Slavs from the time of the establishment
of the Bulgarian state in 680/681. When the Bulgarians, led by the khan Aspa-
rukh, crossed the Danube and entered Thrace, in 680/681, they found the Slavs
settled in this country. Having conquered the land and settled where it suited
them, the Bulgarians, according to Theophanes, ...kurieusantwn de autwnk a i
twn parakeimenwn Sklauinwn eqnwnt ajl e g o m enaj epta geneaj, toujm en
Sebereij katJkisan apo thj emprosqen kleisouraj Beregabwn epi ta proj
anatolhnm erh, eijd e ta projm e s h m b r ian kai dusin mecrij Abariaj taj
upoloipouj epta geneaj upo pakton ontaj.11 Patriarch Nicephorus wrote the
same, only a little more concisely: (The Bulgarians) …kratousi de kai twn
‰eggizontwnŠ parJkhmenwn Sklabhnwn eqnwn, kai oujm ent a proj Abarouj
plhsiazonta frourein, oujd e ta proj Rwmaiouj eggizonta threin epitat-
tousin.12 The Severians, settled by the Bulgarians to the east, to look after the
areas approaching Byzantine territory, are not the subject of this paper. Attention
should be paid to those tribes that were distributed to the south and west,i nt h e
areas bordering on the realm of the Avars (Avaria), with the task of guarding
those areas and paying tribute to the Bulgarians.13
From these quotations, two questions arise: 1) what the geographic position
of the said Slavic tribes was after the settlement of the Bulgarians, and 2) what
their political position was in relation to the Bulgarians. As shown above, and
from the data of the ARF about the Timo~ans, similar questions arise — where this
tribe lived in the neighborhood of the Bulgarians, and what their societas with the
Bulgarians actually was.
Can one arrive at a more precise conclusion about the geographic position
of the Seven Slavic tribes? According to Theophanes and the Patriarch Nice-
phorus, the Bulgarians chose to settle in the land on the right side of the Danube,
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11 Theophanis Chronographia, ed. C. De Boor, Lipsiae 1883, 359.12–17 (hereinafter Theoph.)
12 Nicephori Patriarchae Breviarium Historicum, ed. C. Mango, Washington 1990, 36.23–26
(hereinafter Niceph. Patr.)
13 This information provided by Theophanes and Nicephorus was covered in every review of
the Bulgarian history of the period, particularly in these: V. Zlatarski, Istorija na balgarskata dar`ava
prez srednite vekove, I–1, Sofija 1918, 142–147; Istorija na Balgarija, 2, Sofija 1981, 97–106 (P.
Petrov); I. Bo`ilov — V. Gjuzelev, Istorija na srednovekovna Balgarija VII–XIV vek, Sofija 1999,
90–92. Review of older literature on the Seven Slavic tribes, cf. SSS, V, Wrocáaw–Warsza-
wa–Krakow–Gdansk 1975, 157–158 (W. Swoboda). Recent literature on the Seven Slavic tribes and
their position in the Bulgarian state: I. Bo`ilov, Ra`daneto na srednovekovna Balgarija (nova inter-
pretacija), IP 48/1–2 (1992) 17–22; G. Nikolov, Centralizam i regionalizam v rannosrednovekovna
Balgarija (kraja na VII — na~aloto na XI v.), Sofija 2005, 63–68, 81–88.in the hinterland of Varna (Odyssos), between the Danube, the Balkan Mountain
ranges and the Black Sea.14 They displaced the Seven Slavic tribes to the south
and west.T h a tthe areas to the south are mentioned at this point by Theophanes
should not be understood literally, as the southern boundary of the Bulgarian
territory corresponded to the ranges of the Balkan Mountain,15 and neither was the
region of Sofia in their hands until 809.16 Therefore, the above mentioned Slavic
tribes should be sought south of the Danube, west of the Bulgarians, and north of
the Balkan Mountain. In the west, the neighbors of these Slavs were the Avars.
That the Avar territory did not reach the right bank of the Danube at the
time of the settlement of the Bulgarians and the establishment of the Bulgarian
state is testified by a source that was contemporary to these events — Miracula S.
Demetrii II. Namely, the fifth chapter of this collection tells the well-known story of
the return of the descendants of the Rhomaioi captured during the Avar invasions in
the second decade of the 7th century, from the land of the Avars to the Empire of the
Rhomaioi, more then sixty years after their ancestors were captured. They were led
by the Avar grandee, Kuver. The anonymous author of the text notes that, fleeing
from the Avar khagan, Kuver, with all the aforementioned people that were with him
escaped across the River Danube and came to the areas towards us, and occupied
the Ceramesian field.17 The Avar khagan pursued them, but gave up the chase even
before they crossed the Danube, and returned to the interior regions towards the
north.18 Since this happened more then sixty years after the Avar invasions in the
second decade of the 7th century,19 i.e. at the time of or immediately after the
Bulgarian settlement along the Lower Danube in 680/681,20 as described by Theo-
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14 Theoph, 359.7–12; Nic. Patr, 36.19–23.
15 Zlatarski, Istorija, I–1, 152.
16 The Bulgarians conquered the city of Serdica (Sofia) in the spring of 809, and killed 6,000
soldiers and citizens in it, and then left. The city remained a Byzantine possession and the emperor
Nicephorus intended to restore it and re-settle, Theoph, 485.4–22. In 811, the city was still a Byzan-
tine possession, as emperor Nicephorus, after the capture and devastation of Pliska, intended to reach
it before continuing the fight with Krum. It was on his way there that Krum’s forces suddenly attacked
him, killed him and destroyed his army, cf. n. 31–32.
17 …Kouber meta tou eirhmenou suna utJ pantojl a o u ton proafhghqenta Danoubin
potamon, kai elqeine ijt ajp r oj hmajm erh, kai krathsai tonK e r a m hsion kampon…. Mira-
cula Sancti Demetrii. Le plus anciens recueils des miracles de Saint Demetrius et de la penetration des
Slaves dans les Balkans, I, Le texte, ed. P. Lemerle, Paris 1979, 228.29–30 . Cf. commentary, Mira-
cula Sancti Demetrii, II, Commentaire, par P. Lemerle, Paris 1981, 137–162.
18 ...ent o ij endoteroij proj arkton apeisi topoij…, Miracula, I, 228.27–28.
19 …Cronwn gar exhkonta hdh…, Miracula, I, 228.15.
20 F. Bari{i}, ^uda Dimitrija Solunskog kao istoriski izvori, Beograd 1953, 126–136, puts
these events in between 680 and 685, and Lemerle, Miracula, II, 161, places them approximately in
the period 678–685, and as a more precise determinant suggests the period between 682 and 684.
Besides that, Lemerle, Miracula, II, 143–145, sees in the person of Kuver, the leader of this group of
settlers, one of the four brothers of the Bulgarian khan Asparukh, the sons of Kuvrat, the master of old
great Bulgaria, who are mentioned by Theoph, 357.8–358.11. and Niceph. Patr, 35.1–34. This one
brother, according to them, settled with part of the Bulgarian people in Pannonia and entered the
service of the Avar khagan. The same view is also accepted by Bulgarian historians, and they consider
Kuver and the group he led to be the first Bulgarian settlers in Macedonia, Istorija, 2, 106–108 (P.
Petrov); Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 93–97.phanes and Nicephorus, it is clear that at that time the Avar territory ended on the
left bank of the Danube.21
Therefore, the Seven Slavic tribes lived west of the Bulgarians, north of the
Balkan Mountain and south of the Danube, and on this river they bordered with
the Avars. I do not believe that their territory extended westwards, across the
Homolje mountains into the valley of the Morava River. Simply, these tribes were
subject to the Bulgarians and the Bulgarians were interested primarily in pro-
tection from possible Avar assaults so that they could go on waging war without
hindrance, to the south against the Byzantine Empire. The center of the Bulgarian
state, both political and geographic, during the first centuries of its existence, was
far away to the east, near the shores of the Black Sea and the mouth of the
Danube, and it is difficult to assume that they could also have controlled the Slavs
in the valley of the Morava River, from there. It was important to the Bulgarians
that the Avars did not threaten these centers of their power in Lower Moesia,
which the Avars could reach primarily by penetrating across the Danube, east of
the Iron Gate gorge, where the great river intersects the Carpathians and the
Balkan Mountain ranges. Each Avar raid that would run through the Morava
River valley would naturally be directed towards Thessaloniki and Constanti-
nople, south of the ranges of the Balkan Mountain, and could not endanger the
Bulgarian possessions on the Lower Danube. Therefore, I believe that the ter-
ritory, which was settled by the Seven Slavic tribes after the arrival of the Bul-
garians, was clearly delineated to the north by the River Danube, and to the west
and south by the semi-circular wreath of the Balkan Mountain, and that it stopped
at the Iron Gate, where the Danube and the aforementioned mountain range con-
verged. How far it stretched to the east, i.e. where the border exactly was between
these Slavic tribes and territories under the direct control of the Bulgarians, is not
of immediate interest for this work.22 Within the said limits also lies the River
Timok, along which, beyond any doubt, the tribe of the Timo~ans lived. There-
fore, as the Timo~ans lived in territory that has been marked here as the territory
inhabited by the Seven Slavic tribes subject to the Bulgarians, there are strong
grounds to believe that one of these Seven Slavic tribes can be identified with the
Timo~ans.
What remains is to analyze their political position in relation to the Bul-
garians and to determine in what measure it can be designated by the term societas,
which is used in the ARF to describe the position of the Timo~ans in relation to
the Bulgarians before they went westwards.
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21 This analysis confirms how unfounded the thesis is presented by I. Boba, The Pannonian
Onogurs, Khan Krum and the Formation of the Bulgarian and Hungarian Polities, BHR 11–1 (1983)
74, that the Onogur-Bulgars of Kubrat’s fourth son, as confederates of the Avars, controlled most
probably the southeastern part of Pannonia and territories along the Southern Morava River, toward
the Vardar River, with a center in Sirmium…
22 Most likely it reached the Iskar River basin, where some borderline trenches were found, cf.
Zlatarski, Istorija, I–1, 152.According to Theophanes, the Bulgarians had these Seven Slavic tribes on
their western borders put upo pakton, i.e. forced them to pay tribute.23 However,
the very fact that the Bulgarians made them defend the borders from the Avars,
makes it clear that these tribes owed the Bulgarians military assistance, besides
paying them tribute, that is to say, they were obliged to fight on behalf of the
Bulgarians. And, it was not only against the Avars, but also against the Byzan-
tines. Indeed, from that time on, until the beginning of the 9th century, Byzantine
sources speak of the Slavs as active participants in the Bulgarian-Byzantine strug-
gle, on the Bulgarian side, and many conflicts between the imperial forces and the
Bulgarian state are described as conflicts with the Bulgarians and the Slavs. Thus,
in 687/688, the new emperor Justinian II, having decided to suspend the peace
that his father Constantine IV had signed with the Bulgarians after they had
settled, commanded that the equestrian themes cross over into Thrace, in order to
enslave the Bulgarians and Sklavinias, and in the fall of 688, he waged war
against Sklavinia and Bulgaria.24 Irrespective of the fact that the Slavs who were
defeated and subjugated on that occasion were from the vicinity of Thessaloniki,25
one should not exclude that at the time he announced the campaign against the
Bulgarians and Sklavinias, the emperor also had in mind those Slavs that were
held upo pakton by the Bulgarians, i.e. the Severians and the Seven Slavic tribes.
In 704/705, the same emperor was intending to reclaim the throne that he had lost
in the meantime (in 695), and asked the Bulgarian khan Tervel for help. Khan
Tervel then sugkinei panta ton upokeimenon autJ laont wnB o u l g arwn kai
Sklabwn, and brought them before Constantinople.26 In 762/763, the Slavs sensed
the negative consequences of the power struggle among the Bulgarians and many
of them escaped and defected to the side of the emperor.27 At that same time the
emperor Constantine V (741–775) invaded Bulgaria. When the new khan Teletzes
heard the emperor was advancing towards him by land and by sea, he confronted
him, taking into an alliance (labwne ij summacian) 20.000 (men) from the neigh-
boring peoples (ekt wn prosparakeimenwn eqnwn).28 That the neighboring peoples
mentioned here were, in fact, Slavs is clear from the testimony of Patriarch Nice-
phorus, referring to the same events: Teletzes went out against him (the emperor),
also having an alliance (ecwn eij summacian) of no small multitude of Slavs (kai
Sklabhnwno uk oliga plhqh).29 It all culminated in the famous battle of An-
chialos in 763, and a great Byzantine victory.
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23 Vizantijski izvori za istoriju naroda Jugoslavije (hereinafter VIINJ), I, Beograd 1955, 225, n.
22 (M. Rajkovi}); Nikolov, Centralizam, 65.
24 Theoph, 364.5–18; Niceph, 38.1–11.
25 VIINJ, I, 226, n. 23 (M. Rajkovi}); W. Seibt, Neue aspekte der slawenpolitik Justinians II.
Zur Person des Nebulos und der Problematik der Andrapoda-Siegel, VV 55/2 (1998) 126–127.
26 Theoph, 374.6–8.
27 Theoph, 432.25–28; Niceph. Patr, 75.1–5. On these Slavs, cf. H. Ditten, Umsiedlungen von
Slawen aus Bulgarien nach Kleinasien einer- und von Armeniern und Syrern nach Thrakien an-
dererseits zur Zeit des byzantinischen Kaisers Konstantin V. (Mitte des 8. Jh.), Bulgaria Pontica Medii
Aevi 3 (1992) 30–31.
28 Theoph, 433.1–3.
29 Niceph. Patr, 76.12–13.The last two fragments, Theophanes’ and Nicephorus’ on the conflict of
763, perhaps best characterize the relationship between the Bulgarians and their
neighboring Slavic tribes. Not only were the Slavs obliged to pay tribute to the
Bulgarians, but they were also their allies, comrades, summacoi. Although these
data refer only to this particular event, and therefore this summacia could be
understood as an expression of the current needs of a military campaign, it is a
fact that clearly arises from other mentioned examples: that the Slavs participated
in this same capacity in the majority of Bulgarian — Byzantine conflicts during
the 8th century, and that their participation in all of them, no doubt, could also be
designated by the same term. The quoted examples testify to the enduring re-
lationship of being under the obligation to provide military assistance that the
subjected Slavs owed the Bulgarians, a relationship that started in 680/681 and
lasted throughout the 8th century. Byzantine authors periodically called this rela-
tionship summacia, alliance. It bears a strong resemblance to the data of the ARF
that the Timo~ani were in Bulgarorum societas. Moreover, the word societas,i n
the meaning of alliance, cooperation in battle, is an adequate Latin equivalent of
the Greek term summacia, and, in this case, as shown above, also indicates a
relationship that was permanent.
When both the geographic and political determinants provided by the ARF
about the Timo~ans are compared with the geographic and political determinants
given by the Byzantine sources about the Seven Slavic tribes, a high degree of
consensus can be remarked. The conclusion that the Timo~ans were one of the
Seven Slavic tribes can be drawn on the basis of both criteria. However, despite
the similarities, one must not overlook the distance in time between the events
these data refer to. The ARF describe the period of the second decade of the 9th
century, while the Byzantine chronographers, although writing at the same time,
talk about the events and situation at the end of the 7th and from the 8th century.
Clear conclusions can be drawn only after analyzing the information in the
Byzantine sources about Bulgarian-Slavic relations at the beginning of the 9th
century.
Slavs and Bulgarians at the beginning of the 9th century — Most of the
data about Bulgarian-Slavic relations at the beginning of the 9th century, is found
within the scope of information dealing with the great Byzantine-Bulgarian war
which lasted from 807 to 815.30 When the emperor Nicephorus launched his
decisive and, as it turned out, fatal only for him, attack on Bulgaria in 811, the
Bulgarians engaged him in battle, after having hired the Avars and the surroun-
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30 Information on this conflict is found in: Theoph, 482 sq; I. Duj~ev, La Chronique byzantine
de l’an 811, TM 1 (1965) 210–216; Scriptor Incertus de Leone Bardae filii, Leonis Grammatici
Chronographia, ed. I. Bekker, Bonnae 1842, 335–348. For a detailed review of military activities from
807 to 815, based on the data of these sources, cf. Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 127–138; S. Turlej, The collapse
of the Avar Khaganate and the situation in the southern Balkans. Byzantine and Bulgarian relations in
the early 9th century. The birth of Krum’s power and its foundations. Byzantium, New Peoples, New
Powers: The Byzantino-Slav Contact Zone, from the Ninth to the Fifteenth Century, Byzantina et
Slavica Cracoviensia V, Cracow 2007, 31–54.ding Sklavinias.31 With an army collected in such a way, the khan made a sudden
assault on the Byzantine camp and, in that attack, the emperor Nicephorus was
killed. After the victory and the emperor’s death, the khan Krum had the emperor’s
head cut off and put on a pole, so as to exhibit it to the tribes that came before him
and to dishonour us (i.e. the Byzantines), then he had it pared to the bone and had
the skull encased in silver plate, and then he made the archons of the Slavs drink
from it, in his pride.32 After the new emperor Michael Rangabe (811–813) continued
the struggle with the Bulgarians, although with no particular success, in 812, the
Bulgarian khan sent him a delegation to make peace proposals to the emperor. At
the head of the delegation was a certain Dargamhroj,33 a man certainly of Slavic
origin, judging by his name.34 Having completely taken over the military initiative,
especially after the victory at the Battle of Bersinikia, in the spring of 813, Krum
prepared for a decisive attack on Constantinople itself, in 814. In the army that he
had assembled to launch this attack were also Slavs, that is, as the Byzantine source
describes it: Krum attacked, having collected a great many troops, both Avars and
all of the Sklavinias.35 In the face of this onslaught, the emperor Leo V (813–820),
through his envoys, requested aid from the Frankish emperor Louis the Pious
(814–840), against the Bulgarians and other barbarian peoples.36
Who were the Slavs, i.e. Sklavinias mentioned by Byzantine sources in the
description of these events? From what has been mentioned above, one can see that
the Slavs played a particular role in the Byzantine-Bulgarian conflict which lasted
from 807 to 815, and took part in it on the Bulgarian side. However, in contrast to
previous periods the sources that speak of these events do not refer to the Bul-
garian-Slavic relationship at that time by the term summacia. Still, regardless of
that, the fact remains that certain Slavs participated in this war on the side of the
Bulgarians and under Bulgarian command. Without going into the matter of whether
they were simply hired by the Bulgarians in 811, or they were also under an
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31 …Labontej oi Boulgaroi eukairian kai qeasamenoi ekt wn orewn oti perieferonto
planwmenoi, misqosamenoi Abarouj kai tajp erix Sklabhniaj…, Duj~ev, Chronique,
212.42–44; H. Gregoire, Un nouveau fragment du “Scriptor Incertus de Leone Armenio”, Byzantion
11 (1936) 423.
32 …thnd e Nikhforou kefalhn ekkoyaj o Kroummoj ekremasen epi xulou hmeraj
ikanaj, eij epideixin twn ercomenwn eija uton eqnwnk a i aiscunhn hmwn. meta de tauta labwn
tauthn kai gumnwsaj to ostoun arguront eendusaj exwqen pinein eija uthnt o ujt wn
Sklauinwn arcontaj epoihsen egkaucwmenoj…, Theoph, 491.17–22.
33 Theoph, 497.16–18.
34 Dargamhroj could only be a hellenized corruption of the Slavic name Dragomir, Dragamir,
v. Zlatarski, Istorija, I–1, 262, n. 7; VIINJ, I, 237, n. 70 (M. Rajkovi}). It is also quite possible that at
that time the liquid metathesis had not yet appeared in the South-Slavic dialects, so the Slavic form of
the name would have simply been Dargamir. The name of a certain Dargaslav, archont of Hellas
(Dargask<l>abou arcwnt‰ojŠ Ellad‰ojŠ), whose seal, dating from the 8th century, is preserved,
N. Oikonomides, L’archonte slave de l’Hellade au VIIIe siecle, VV 55/2 (1998) 111–118, would
corroborate this interpretation.
35 …o Kroumoj estrateusen laonp o l uns u n a q r o isaj, kai touj Abareij kai pasaj taj
Sklabiniaj…, Scriptor Incertus, 347.11–13.
36 …et legati Graecorum auxilium petebant ab eo contra Bulgares et caeteras barbaras
gentes…, Annales Laurissenses minores, MGH SS I, 122.11–13.obligation on some other grounds to join the Bulgarians in battle,37 Io n l yw i s ht o
draw attention to the question of the identification and the placement of these Slavs.
The account of events of 811 mentions the surrounding Sklavinias (tajp erix Skla-
bhniaj), while those of 814 speak about all of the Sklavinias (pasaj taj
Sklabiniaj).38 From these statements, one can only conclude that these Sklavinias
were in the neighborhood of the Bulgarians, and that there were many of them.39 The
fact is that both times these Sklavinias were mentioned along with the Avars, and this
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37 The Sklavinias that helped them in 811 are said to have been hired (misqosamenoi)b yt h e
Bulgarians, along with the Avars, cf. n. 30. On another occasion, in 814, it is said only that Krum,
having gethered (sunaqroisaj) a huge army, and the Avars and all of the Sklavinias, started war
against the Empire, cf. n. 34. Turlej, Sollaps, 51–52, insists on a difference between these two data,
and on that basis concludes that the Avars and the Slavs were in a different position regarding the
Bulgarians in 814 than in 811. In 811 they were just Bulgarian mercenaries, which means that they
were independent of them, and just hired in exchange for money, whereas in 814 they were simply a
part of the regular Bulgarian army, which means that they had become Bulgarian subjects in the
meantime. However, the expression that Krum, having gethered a huge army and the Avars and all of
the Sklavinias, started war against the Empire, was just a form of information that reached Con-
stantinople, a mere fact learned by the Byzantine scouts. They would not bother trying to explain the
way in which Krum had gathered the army, so in this expression one should not look for information
about that and not draw conclusions about the different position of the Avars and the Slavs regarding
the Bulgarians in 814, then in 811. Nevertheless, Turlej, idem, says nothing about the geographic
position of the Slavs he refers to.
As shown by C. Mango, Two Lives of St. Ioannikios and the Bulgarians, Okeanos, Harvard
Ukrainian Studies VII, 1983, 399–400, the Life of Saint Joannicius by Sabbas the Monk, ch. 15,
describing the campaign of emperor Nicephorus against the Bulgarians in 811, also contains the
statement that the Bulgarians confronted the emperor with ta omora misqwsamenoi eqnh. However,
Sabbas took this statement directly from the Chronique byzantine de l’an 811, Mango,i d e m .
Nevertheless, recent research definitely relinquished the old thesis, offered by Gregoire,S c r i p -
tor Incertus, 417–420, and held also by Mango, idem, that the Chronique byzantine de l’an 811 and
Scriptor Incertus de Leone Armenio were parts of one and the same historiographical review from the
first half of the 9th century, and showed that they are in fact two totally independent and completely
different sources, and that the Chronique byzantine de l’an 811 dates only from the time after the
Conversion of the Bulgarians in 864, cf. A. Kazhdan — L. Sherry, Some notes on the “Scriptor
incertus de Leone Armenio”, BSl 58/1 (1997) 110–113; A. Markopoulos, La Chronique de l’an 811 et
le “Scriptor incertus de Leone Armenio”: probleme des relations entre l’hagiographie et l’histoire,
REB 57 (1999) 255–262.
38 Based on the constant use of the term Sklavinia both times, VIINJ, I, 250–252, n. 5 (M.
Rajkovi} — L. Tomi}), considers that in this name, one should recognize the Sklavinias in Byzantine
territory, with the explanation that there is no example that the regions of the Bulgarian Slavs were
ever called Sklavinias.I ti st r u et h a tt h eSklavinias under Byzantine sovereinty represented a specific
historical phenomenon, and that in that case the term has a slightly technical meaning. However, the
very term Sklavinia was used for other Slavic regions as well, and not only for those that were under
Byzantine rule. In that broader sense, Sklavinia was every Slavic region, whether it was under the rule
of the Byzantine emperor, or the Bulgarians, or any other lord, cf. Sklavinien, LdMA VII, col. 1988
(J. Koder). For Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913–959) Sklavinias were not only the lands of the
South Slavs in the Dalmatian hinterland, Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio,
edd. Gy. Moravcsik — R. J. H. Jenkins, Washington 1967
2, 29.66–68, 30.94–95 (hereinafter DAI), but
also those under Frankish rule, DAI, 28.18–19, as well as the lands of the Russian Slavs (Krivichians,
Lendzians, Dervlians, Drougouvits, Severians), DAI, 9.9–11, 107–109. Also, the Bulgarian-Byzantine
peace treaty of 816 makes a clear distinction between the Byzantine (those subordinated to the
emperor) and the Bulgarian (those that are not subordinated to the emperor) Slavs, using on that
occasion for both of them the same term — Slavs, see hereinafter.
39 This exludes the possibility that only the Severians from the eastern end of the Bul-
garian-Byzantine border were in question, since they were just one of the many Sklavinias.fact could indicate that they should be sought somewhere closer to the Avars, which
primarily directs us to the area in which the Theophanes and Patriarch Nicephorus,
when speaking of the end of the 7th century, placed the Seven Slavic tribes.
T h ep r e s e n c eo ft h earchonts of the Slavs at the celebration of Krum’s
victory over the emperor and the fact that his mission to the new emperor was led
by a Slav, testifies to a certain degree of integration of the Slavs in Bulgarian
society, which testifies to their enduring presence within the framework of that
society. Struggling against the Byzantines seems to have still been the common
destiny for them and the Bulgarians. Essentially, the information about Bulga-
rian-Slavic relations at the beginning of the 9th century does not differ signi-
ficantly from the information about their relationship at the end of the 7th and
from the 8th century. In one case, the Slavs were ta prosparakeimena eqnh,
whereas in the other, ai perix Sklabhniai; the Bulgarians them on one occasion
labwne ij summacian, ecwn eij summacian, on another occasion, misqosa-
menoi,a n dt h e nsunhqroisan… In each of these situations, their position in
relation to the Bulgarians was actually the same. Throughout the period from the
end of the 7th to the first decades of the 9th century, namely from 681, until after
814, it seems that a state of continuity could be assumed regarding the political
position of the Seven Slavic tribes with regard to the Bulgarians. At the beginning
of the 9th century, the only difference from the 7th and the 8th centuries was that
now the Avars, who were conquered, according to some data, by this same
Krum,40 were also in the same position regarding the Bulgarians as the mentioned
Slavs. Whether we refer to that relationship by the term summacia or not, it
undoubtedly corresponds to what the author of the ARF called societas —t h e
relationship in which the Timo~ans were with the Bulgarians up to 818.
As we know, the Bulgarian attack on Constantinople in the spring of 814,
ended without any result because of Krum’s sudden death.41 The disappearance of
Krum marked the end of the Bulgarian-Byzantine struggle that had lasted for many
years. His successor Omurtag in 816 signed a peace treaty with the Empire for thirty
years.42 In this contract, the Slavs are also mentioned in a very important place.43
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40 Suidae Lexicon, I, ed. A. Adler, Lipsiae 1928, no. 423: Boulgaroi, 483.19–484.12. Turlej,
Sollaps, 51–52, places this event in the time between 811 and 814, see above, n. 37. In historiography
it has usually been considered that this happened earlier, around 805, Zlatarski,I s t o r i j a ,I – 1 ,2 4 8 ,i n
any case before the beginning of the war with Byzantium in 807, K. Gagova, Bulgarian-Byzantine
Border in Thrace from the 7th to the 10th Century (Bulgaria to the South of the Haemus), BHR 14–1
(1986) 70; Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 126–127; Nikolov, Centralizam, 98. It is hard to believe that Krum, in
the midst of military campaigns against Byzantium between 811 and 814, was capable of preparing
another such great expedition as the subjugation of the not so small Avar territory to the East of the
Tisza River, where the remnants of the free Avars retreated after the armies of Charlemagne destroyed
their state in 796 and occupied its territory in Pannonia, west of the Danube, Einh, 183.12–14. These
remnants of the Avars Krum could conquer only before he started the war with Byzantium in 807.
41 Scriptor Incertus, 348.12–15; G. Ostrogorski, Istorija Vizantije, Beograd 1959, 204–205.
42 Teophanes Continuatus, ed. Imm. Bekker, Bonnae 1838, 31.10 sq; Iosephi Genesii Regum
libri quattuor, edd. A. Lesmueller-Werner — I. Thurn, Berlin — New York 1978, 29.87 sq; V. Stan-
kovi}, Karakter vizantijske granice na Balkanu u IX i X veku, Tre}a jugoslovenska konferencija
vizantologa, Kru{evac, 10–13. maj 2000, Beograd–Kru{evac 2002, 283. In recent historiography,According to the preserved section and the editor’s reconstruction of the
lacunas, the second and third clauses of the treaty concern the Slavs. The first of
these relates to the Slavs who were subject to the emperor, and determined that
they remain as they were when the war started. The second regards other Slavs,
those who are not subject to the emperor, in the coastal area, and specifies that
they return to their villages.44 It is of particular interest that this treaty regarded
two kinds of Slavs — those who were subjected to the emperor and those who were
not. Since it was determined that the former remain in the position that they had
had before the war started, i.e. to continue as subjects of the Byzantine emperor,
whereas the latter, those who were not subjects of the emperor, were said to come
from the coastal regions,45 it is clear that neither of the two groups of Slavs
mentioned in the peace treaty of 816 can be identified with the Seven Slavic tribes
known from earlier times. Therefore, one may conclude that they were not in-
cluded in this contract and that it did not regulate their status. Their position
simply remained a matter of Bulgaria’s internal politics.
After this, the next item of information about the relationship of the Bul-
garians and the Slavs in their neighborhood is found in the above mentioned ARF
data from 818, on how the Timo~ans left the societas of the Bulgarians. Therefore,
between 816, when the Byzantine-Bulgarian peace treaty was signed, and 818, a
change occurred in the relations between the Bulgarians and the Seven Slavic
tribes, and, as seen from subsequent developments, to the detriment of the latter,
some of whom were even forced to leave their dwelling places and move to the
west. After the above presentation, the reasons for this change can be explained
with greater certainty. The self-government of the Seven Slavic tribes and their
special relationship with the Bulgarians, established at the time of the arrival of
the Bulgarians in 680/681, which survived for almost a century and a half, fell
victim to the change in foreign policy circumstances in the Balkans and the
Pannonian Plain that occurred in the first fifteen years of the 9th century. Since the
beginning, the purpose of these relationships was for the Slavs to protect the
Bulgarian borders from the Avars and supply them with military assistance
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signing of this treaty is placed in 816, cf. W. Treadgold, The Bulgars’ Treaty with the Byzantines in
816, Rivista di Studi Bizantini e Slavi 4 (1984) 213–220; Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev,1 4 5 ;Nikolov,C e n -
tralizam, 91; P. Sophoulis, New remarks on the history of Byzantine-Bulgar relations in the late eighth
and early ninth centuries, BSl 67 (2009) 126.
43 The text of this treaty is preserved in two stone inscriptions, found at the end of the 19th
century in eastern Bulgaria, and now kept at the Archeological Museum in Sofia. Written in poor
Greek, the inscriptions are badly damaged, one far more than the other. On that which is better
preserved, only the left side of the first half of the inscription is visible. According to the reconstructed
initial part of the inscription, the treaty was to have had eleven clauses (chapters). However, in the
preserved part of the inscription there are only the first four clauses. I used the critical edition by V.
Be{evliev, Die Protobulgarischen Inschriften, Berlin 1963, Nrr. 41–42, pp. 190–208, foto abb. 77–82.
The lacunas in the text were reconstructed by the editor, so I fully rely on that reconstruction.
44 Be{evliev, Inschriften, Nr. 41.8–12. V. i Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev,1 4 6 ;Nikolov, Centralizam, 91.
45 In these Slavs one should most problably recognize the Severians, whom the Bulgarians had
in 680/681 placed towards the East, to watch the areas that approach the Romans, cf. above, and
whose settlements were most exposed to military activities during the war of 807–815.against the Byzantine Empire. However, the power of the Avars was destroyed by
Charlemagne in 796,46 and the Bulgarians subjugated whoever remained of them
at the beginning of the 9th century. The war with the Byzantine Empire ended in
816, and the peace was arranged to last for thirty years. After the subjugation of
the Avars and the establishment of a lasting peace with the Byzantines, the Bul-
garians no longer had the need to tolerate the self-government of their Slavic
neighbors. For the Bulgarians, the subjugation of the Avars opened up new op-
portunities and space for expansion in the direction of the Pannonian plain and,
during his reign (until 831) their ruler Omurtag would concentrate mostly on the
situation on that side.47 Thus, the Slavs on the right bank of the Danube became
only a domestic issue and a potential source of instability. The Bulgarians there-
fore tried to eliminate their self-government and fully integrate them into their
own social and political order.48 To avoid this fate and preserve their integrity,
some of the Seven Slavic tribes, such as the Timo~ans, decided to leave their
homeland and seek the protection of the Franks.
Another one of the Seven tribes? —N o w ,a t t e n t i o ns h o u l db ep a i dt ot h e
Abodrits, mentioned in the ARF in the description of the legations that the em-
peror Louis received at Heristal at the end of 818, along with the Timo~ans,
Guduskans and Borna. The whole passage, it may be useful to repeat, reads as
follows: …erant ibi et aliarum nationum legati, Abodritorum videlicet ac Bornae,
ducis Guduscanorum et Timocianorum, qui nuper a Bulgarorum societate des-
civerant et ad nostros fines se contulerant, simul et Liudewiti, ducis Pannoniae
inferioris…49 After this, they are mentioned again twice in the ARF.
Firstly, at the great Diet the emperor Louis summoned in Frankfurt at the
beginning of the winter of 822, a Diet that was required for the benefit of the
eastern regions of his kingdom,50 among the envoys of various Slavic peoples
from the eastern Frankish border, there appeared also envoys of certain Praede-
necenti. As the ARF relate, the emperor …in quo conventu omnium orientalium
Sclavorum, id est Abodritorum, Soraborum, Wiltzorum, Beheimorum, Marvano-
rum, Praedenecentorum et in Pannonia residentium Avarum legationes cum mu-
neribus ad se directas audivit…51 According to the order of listing these people,
running from North to South, the Predenecenti should be sought somewhere south
of the Moravians (Great Moravia), in the neighborhood of the Avars who dwell in
Pannonia.
The next reference to them in the Frankish annals reveals the precise geo-
graphic location of their dwelling places, and provides a fresh detail about their
identification. In the year 824, around Christmas, the emperor Louis came to
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46 Einh. 182.1–19, 183.4–19.
47 Ostrogorski, Istorija, 205.
48 Cf. Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 150–151; Nikolov, Centralizam, 90–92.
49 Einh, 205.20–23.
50 Einh, 209.33–36.
51 Einh, 209.36–39.spend the winter in Aachen. There, he heard that the envoys of the Bulgarian ruler
O m u r t a gw e r ei nB a v a r i a ,o nt h e i rw a yt oh i m . 52 However, already in Aachen he
found and received …caeterum legatos Abodritorum, qui vulgo Praedenecenti
vocantur, et contermini Bulgaris Daciam Danubio adiacentem incolunt, qui et ipsi
adventare nuntiabantur, illico venire permisit. Qui cum de Bulgarorum iniqua
infestatione quererentur, et contra eos auxilium sibi ferri deposcerent, domum ire,
atque iterum ad tempus Bulgarorum legatis constitutus redire iusii sunt…53
Abodriti is the name that is often mentioned in the Frankish annals. It
mainly refers to the well-known north Slavic people, who lived on the right bank
of the lower Elbe, with whom the neighboring Franks and Saxons had numerous
military conflicts and diplomatic contacts during the 8th and 9th centuries. However,
the Abodrits referred to in the above paragraphs of the Frankish annals, were not the
same as those Abodrits from the north. They were a completely different people,
who lived far to the south of the Polabian Abodrits, in the neighborhood of the
Bulgarians, in Dacia which lies along the Danube. The data from 824 clearly attests
this. The data from 822 refer to them using a different name, Predenecenti, but this
would later be explained, under the year 824, that it meant exactly the same as the
Abodrits. Since the data from 822 also mention other Abodrits, those from the
Elbe,54 that fact would be the reason why the author of the ARF at this point, for
the first time used the name of the Predenecenti for the Abodrits of the Danube —
simply to avoid repeating the same name for two different peoples. As for the data
from 818, it has never been disputed in science that this referred to the Abodrits of
the Danube.55 One reason to accept this view is that this legation of Abodrits came
before the Frankish emperor along with the embassies of the Timo~ans, Guduskans
and Liudewitus, Duke of Lower Pannonia, and clearly in connection with the events
that occurred at the time in the region of the Sava and the Danube basins. Another
reason is that, meantime that is, from 817 to 819, the Abodrits of the Elbe were
engaged in constant clashes with the Franks,56 and they did not send an embassy
to the Frankish court at that time.
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52 Einh, 212.41–44.
53 Einh. 212.44–213.5.
54 It is clear, since the listing of the present legations of all the Slavs from the East, i.e. the
Abodrits, Sorabs, Wiltzes, Czechs, Moravians, Praedenecenti and Avars that dwell in Pannonia, Einh,
209.36–39, is done according to the geographic position of the said peoples, along the eastern
Frankish border, from the North towards the South, and thus it is reasonable that the Abodrits of the
Elbe were mentioned in the first place, since they lived northernmost.
55 For a short notice and review of older literature, cf. SSS, III–2, Wrocáaw–Warszawa–Krakow
1967, 441–442 (W. Swoboda). In recent literature the Abodrits are mentioned, but only casually, by, L.
Havlik,“ H e megale Morabia” und “He chora Morabia”, BSl 54 (1993) 77; J. Herrmann, Bulgaren,
Obodriten, Franken und der Bayrische Geograph, Sbornik v ~est na akad. Dimitar Angelov, Sofija 1994,
43–44; Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 151; Nikolov, Centralizam, 91. In recent historiography, apart from being
supported by Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, idem, the thesis that was sometimes discussed in earlier historiography,
about the identification of these Abodrits with the Osterabtrezi of the second part of the text of the
Anonymous Bavarian Geographer, Geograf Bawarski, Monumenta Poloniae historica, I, ed. A.
Bieáowski,L w ow 1864, 10 (hereinafter MPH I), is not generally accepted.
56 Einh, 204.20–31; 205.17–18, 25–31.Where did these Danubian Abodrits live? According to the ARF data from
824, they were neighbors of the Bulgarians and lived in the land which the ARF
refer to as Dacia which lies along the Danube (Dacia Danubio adiacens). In
another famous work from the era of Louis the Pious, known as the Life of
Charlemagne, that is reliably known to have been compiled by Einhard,57 long
considered the author of the Annals of the Frankish Kingdom (the ARF), Dacia is
also mentioned. As part of a general overview of Charlemagne’s reign (768–814),
Einhard, in short, gave the frontiers of his empire. Charlemagne’s empire in-
cluded, inter alia, …tum Saxoniam, quae quidem Germaniae pars non modica
est…; post quam utramque Pannoniam, et adpositam in altera Danubii ripa Da-
tiam, Histriam quoque et Liburniam atque Dalmatiam, exceptis maritimis civita-
tibus…58 It would appear from this section that Dacia located on the other bank of
the Danube (adpositam in altera Danubii Ripa Datia) should be sought somewhere
on the left bank of the Danube,59 since both of the Pannoniae,r e f e r r e dt oi m -
mediately before it, are on the right bank of the great river. It is well-known that
the Life of Charlemagne is actually just a summary of the events described in
detail and comprehensively according to the years, in the ARF, and that in writing
this work Einhard relied entirely on the data from the ARF.60 That is why it is
quite clear that the information on Dacia was also entered in the Life of Charle-
magne from the Annals of the Frankish Kingdom, and that therefore it refers to the
same area.61 Since, according to the ARF, the Abodrits lived in Dacia which lies
along the Danube (Dacia Danubio adiacens), and since, according to the Life of
Charlemagne, Dacia was on the other bank of the Danube (adpositam in altera
Danubii ripa) compared to Pannonia, that is, on the left bank of the river, it is
generally assumed in historiography that, consequently, the Danubian Abodrits
should be sought on the left bank of the Danube, around the lower course of the
Tisza, that is, in today’s Banat.62
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57 Einhard composed this work in the middle of the 830s, cf. Einhard, LdMA III, coll. 1738–1739
(J. Fleckenstein).
58 Einhardi vita Karoli Magni, 451.5–9.
59 That is, in place of the original, the so-called Trajan’s Dacia (Dacia Traiana).
60 Reichsannalen, LdMA VII, coll. 616–617 (U. Nonn).
61 In his Life of Charlemagne, while describing the borders of his Empire, Einhard included all
the areas with which that Empire had political contacts, about which he found detailed information in
the ARF.
62 Havlik,M o r a b i a ,7 7 ;Herrmann, Bulgaren, 43–44; Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 151; Nikolov,C e n -
tralizam, 91.
In older historiography there were also other theories about the original homeland of the
Abodtrits of the Danube, based on the toponymy of certain Danubian areas. Thus, thanks to the
similarity with the name of the medieval Hungarian county of Bodrog (in modern times Bacs-Bodrog)
and the river that gave its name to the county, the Abodrits were placed in the area of northern Ba~ka.
Sometimes, their second name — Preadenecenti, was for some reason identified with the name of
Brani~evians, so they were placed also on the right bank of the Danube, in the area of Brani~evo,
Serbia, mentioned in the late medieval sources, which was first proposed by Zeuss, Deutschen, 614–615.
For other literature see n. 55.However, what do the phrases Dacia Danubio adiacens and adposita in
altera Danubii ripa Datia really mean? At a first glimpse, one can see that it is a
term from the geography of Late Antiquity. When describing events in the Danu-
bian basin and in the northern Balkans, the author of the ARF often used classical
concepts, especially the names of some Roman provinces of Late Antiquity, in
order to clarify to the reader the scene of certain events. More importantly, his
knowledge of Late Roman administrative and provincial organization of the said
area was vast. Thus, he knew that the emperor Nicephorus (802–811) after nu-
merous and important victories in the province of Moesia was killed in the conflict
with the Bulgarians.63 Similarly, that Krum, the Bulgarian ruler, who had killed
the emperor Nicephorus two years earlier, also expelled (the emperor) Michael
(811–813) from Moesia.64 These events in fact did occur on the territory of the
former Late Roman province of Lower Moesia. The author of the ARF also knew
the division of Pannonia into Upper (north of the River Drava) and Lower (south
of the River Drava).65 Perhaps the most interesting in this respect is his well-
-known statement that the Serbs are people who are said to hold a large part of
Dalmatia.66 It is known that the Late Roman province of Dalmatia extended
eastwards up to the River Drina. On the other hand, according to the emperor
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913–959), the then Serbia also included Bosnia
and some other areas that were located to the west of the said river, and its border
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The thesis about the Brani~evians cannot be sustained for certain reasons. The area between
the lower course of the Great Morava and the Danube became known as Brani~evo only after the town
of Brani~evo, in the 11th century, became the seat of the bishopric which had previously had its seat
in the nearby town of Morava, where it was mentioned for the first time in 879, Sacrorum conciliorum
nova et amplissima colectio, XVII, ed. J. D. Mansi, Venetiis 1772, col. 373D. The Bishopric of
Brani~evo was mentioned for the first time in 1019, in the first charter of the emperor Basil II to the
Archbishopric of Achrida, and it comprised also the town of Moravski, H. Gelzer, Ungedruckte und
wenig bekannte Bistumverzeichnisse der orientalischen Kirche, II, BZ 2 (1893) 43.17–20. In a notitia
episcopatuum from the end of the 11th or the beginning of the 12th century this bishopric was called
of Morava or of Brani~evo, Notitiae episcopatuum ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, ed. J. Darrouzes,
Paris 1981, 13.845. On the continuity of this bishopric, cf. J. Kali}, Crkvene prilike u srpskim
zemljama do stvaranja arhiepiskopije 1219. g., Sava Nemanji} — Sveti Sava, Beograd 1979, 29–30,
33–34; S. Pirivatri}, Vizantijska tema Morava i “Moravije” Konstantina VII Porfirogenita, ZRVI 36
(1997) 178–181; P. Komatina, Moravski episkop Agaton na Fotijevom saboru 879/880. g., Srpska
teologija danas 2009. Prvi godi{nji simposion, Beograd 2010, 359–368. In the 9th century, when the
Abodrits were mentioned, in the area of later Brani~evo, where in 879 the Bishopric of Morava (in
fact, the Metropoly of Morava) was mentioned, there lived the Balkan Moravians, another Slavic
people. About them, see the final part of this paper.
63 Einh, 199.25–26.
64 Einh, 200.41–42.
65 The Annals of the Abbey of Lorsch, under the year 796 use plural Pannoniae,i . e .i t s
accusative case Pannonias, Einh, 182.4, 15, as well as the ARF in 811, Einh, 199.5; in 818 Liudewitus
was dux Pannoniae inferioris, Einh, 205.22–23; one of the three Frankish armies the emperor Louis
sent in the spring of 820 against him, was going per Baioariam et Pannoniam superiorem,a n de n t e r e d
Liudewitus’ country, that is, Lower Pannonia, after crossing the Drava River, Einh, 206.43–44,
207.5–8; in 827 the Bulgarians, by ship along the Drava, attacked and devastated terminos Pannoniae
superioris and the villages of the Slavs that lived in it, Einh, 216.32–34, 217.4–5.
66 …ad Sorabos, quae natio magnam Dalmatiae partem obtinere dicitur…, Einh, 209.15–16.with Croatia was by the Cetina river and Livno.67 Thus, one could say that the
initial Serbia actually included much of Late Roman Dalmatia.
Bearing all that in mind, could it be possible that the Dacia Danubio adiacens
of the author of the ARF and Einhard’s adposita in altera Danubii ripa Datia be
understood and recognized as the Late Roman province of Dacia Ripensis (Coastal
Dacia)? Coastal Dacia was given such a name because it lay on the (right)c o a s t
(bank) of the Danube. This province was created as part of so-called Aurelian’s
Dacia (Dacia Aureliana), which was founded by the emperor Aurelianus (270–275)
on the right bank of the Danube, after the Roman legions were forced to leave the
original Trajan’s Dacia, on the left bank of the said river.
The notion that the expression Dacia in the ARF and Life of Charlemagne
means Dacia Traiana, the one on the left bank of the Danube, and not Dacia
Ripensis on the right bank of the river, is based on the interpretation of the data in
the Life of Charlemagne that it was located on the other side of the Danube
(adposita in altera Danubii ripa)i nr e l a t i o nt oboth of the Pannoniae,w h i c h
immediately preceded it in the list of the lands on the Frankish eastern borders.68
However, the mention of both of the Pannoniae a n dt h em e n t i o no fDacia in this
list should not be connected and viewed as a whole. It was simply an enumeration
of the provinces in a certain order, and, as Pannonia had no geographical con-
nection with Saxony, which preceded it, nor had Dacia any with Istria, Liburnia or
Dalmatia, which followed it, no geographic or contextual connection should neces-
sarily exist between Pannoniae and Dacia, either. What the other bank of the
Danube was from Einhard’s point of view is of no crucial importance. The phrase
adposita in altera Danubii ripa Datia should be considered separately. In this
way, the coincidence in the two definitions given about Dacia by Einhard in the
Life of Charlemagne and by the author of the ARF — adposita in altera Danubii
ripa Datia and Dacia Danubio adiacens — becomes obvious. The first was the
same as the second, merely expressed in other words. Even more precisely, both
represented an attempt to adequately paraphrase the Late Roman provincial name
of Dacia Ripensis, with the clear intention of emphasizing that this Ripensis refer-
red precisely to the bank of the Danube. Therefore, I think that the term Dacia in
both the ARF and the Life of Charlemagne indicates exactly the area of the Late
Roman province of Dacia Ripensis.69
Dacia Ripensis was located on the right bank of the Danube, west of Lower
Moesia, between the Danube, the Balkan Mountain ranges and the Iskar river,70
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67 DAI, 30.113, 116–117; 32.149–151.
68 Einhardi vita Karoli Magni, 451.5–9, cf. n. 58.
69 In the 9th century, there still existed the notion of Dacia Traiana, like, for example, in the
Description of Germania by the Anglo-Saxon king Alfred (871–899), but quite unclear, and usually in
the context of data by the authors of Late Antiquity about the Goths living in it, thus King Alfred
places it East of the land of the Vistulans,K r ola Alfreda Opis Germanii, MPH I, 13.21–23. The notion
that the author of the ARF had about the Late Roman provinces in the Danubian region was far more
clear and precise.
70 For the towns that it comprised in the 6th century, cf. Hieroclis Synecdemus, 655.1–6, in
Hieroclis Synecdemus et Notitiae graecae episcopatuum, ed. G. Parthey, Amsterdam 1967
2.and indeed it was in the neighborhood of the Bulgarians, the center of whose
country was in Lower Moesia. That is, on the other hand, the same area inhabited
by the Seven Slavic tribes, including the Timo~ans. As the author of the ARF
explicitly states that the Abodrits-Predenecenti lived in that area, one can draw the
conclusion that they too could be one of the Seven Slavic tribes.
The Danubian Abodrits lived south of the Danube, near the Timo~ans and in
the neighborhood of the Bulgarians, and together with the Timo~ans they sent a
mission to the Frankish emperor in 818. From this fact, one can deduce that they
too, with the Timo~ans, left the Bulgarorum societas a little before, having been
pressed by the same problems.71 What distinguished them from the Timo~ans was
the fact that they did not leave their habitat and move to the west, as the Timo~ans
did. They remained in their country and continue to resist the Bulgarians for at least
six more years, until the end of 824, when they made their third, and last, mission to
the Franks, because they could not endure the Bulgarian pressure any more.72
But after 824, nothing more is heard of them. That same year, the Bulgarian
khan Omurtag sent his first mission to the Frankish emperor Louis allegedly for
the purpose of establishing a peace.73 At the time when the Frankish emperor
received the last mission of the Abodrits-Predenecenti, around Christmas of 824,
the second mission of the Bulgarian khan was on its way to him.74 The emperor
did not receive this Bulgarian legation till May 825.75 The Bulgarian envoys, on
behalf of their ruler, requested that the precise boundary be demarcated between
the Bulgarians and the Franks.76 Negotiations and exchanges of legations lasted
until 826, but the Franks gave no clear answer.77 The Bulgarian khan interpreted
this as the failure of the negotiations and, in 827, Bulgarian detachments began to
attack the Slavs that reside in Pannonia and subjugate them, sending ships up the
Drava River, and, in 828, inflicted tremendous devastation in Upper Pannonia,
north of the Drava. There was more fighting in 829, as well.78
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71 Bearing this in mind, it is really hard to accept that all of that did not refer to the Guduscans
and their leader Borna as well, since they were mentioned in the description of the legations to the
Frankish emperor in 818, between the Abodrits and the Timo~ans.
72 Einh. 212.44–213.5.
73 Einh, 212.7–8.
74 Einh, 212.41–213.5.
75 Einh, 213.25–26.
76 …Quo cum, peracta venatione, fuisset reversus, Bulgaricam legationem audivit; erat enim
de terminis ac finibus inter Bulgaros ac Francos constituendis…, Einh, 213.28–29. After the fall of the
Avars, the Frankish eastern border was at the Danube, the Bulgarian northwestern border was at the
Tisza, cf. n. 40, while the area between the Danube and the Tisza was a sort of semi-deserted “no
man’s land”, a buffer-zone between the two great realms, and the negotiations were dealing most
probably with that area. Certainly Herrmann, Bulgaren, 44, is not right when assuming that this
definition of the border referred to the former land of the Abodrits, which he mistakenly places
between the Tisza and the Danube, in today’s Banat.
77 Einh, 213.38–40; 214.12–16.
78 Einh, 214.41–44; 216.32–34; 217.4–7; Annales Fuldenses, MGH SS I, 359.38–39; 360.2–3
(hereinafter Ann. Fuld). In short on this Bulgarian expansion towards Frankish possesions, cf.
Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 151–153; Nikolov, Centralizam, 91–92.During these clashes, or perhaps during the negotiations that preceded them,
the Bulgarians were able to finally conquer and subjugate the Abodrits of the
Danube, thus liquidating the last remnant of the self-government of their former
Slavic allies, the so-called Seven Slavic tribes.
Expansion of Bulgarian rule to the Morava River valley — This paper
would be incomplete and not fully explained, if it did not pay attention to another
question, that arises after presenting the above results. It is the question of when
and how Bulgarian authority spread to the area west of the region inhabited by the
Seven Slavic tribes, that is, to the area of the Morava River valley.
The subjugation of the Abodrits and their Slavic neighbors along the Da-
nube and the Morava River basins was not a precondition for the further expan-
sion of Bulgaria in the Pannonian Plain upstream along the Danube, nor for their
attacks along the Drava and across this river. Since the time of their settlement
and the establishment of the state in the second half of the 7th century, the Bul-
garians had also ruled the left bank of the Danube, up to the slopes of the South
Carpathians.79 Around 680, one group of the Bulgarians settled among the Avars in
the Pannonian Plain.80 When the Franks destroyed the political power of the Avars
in 796, they occupied Pannonia to the Danube, and expelled the remaining Avars
across the Tisza River.81 Soon after the Bulgarians conquered the Avars, who were
left, on the east side of the river Tisza, they subjected them to their authority and the
obligation to provide military assistance in their war against the Byzantine Empire
in 807–815.82 In this way, the Bulgarian state spread across the ranges of the South
Carpathians and seized a large portion of the Pannonian Plain as far west as the
River Tisza. By then, the Bulgarian borders were approaching the frontiers of the
Frankish Empire. However, due to wars with Byzantium, the Bulgarians did not
operate in this area until the 820’s. Their attacks on the banks of the Drava and
Pannonia came from the direction of the Bulgarian part of the Pannonian Plain, in
today’s Banat and Ba~ka, and not from the south, for example, from Syrmia, or the
present-day Serbian Danube or Morava region. The fact that they attacked the Slavs
in Pannonia in 827 and 829 by ship along the Drava,83 and not by land between the
Drava and Sava, substantiates this. Also, in 828, it is clear that they attacked the
Slavs in Upper Pannonia that is, north of the Drava,84 rather than those living
south of the river, which would have been the natural route from Syrmia.
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79 Zlatarski, Istorija, I–1, 152–155.
80 Theoph, 357.23–26; Niceph. Patr, 35.17–19. After the data that refer to the 7th century,
there is no more direct information about these Bulgars of Pannonia. It is generally considered that
they merged with the Bulgarians of the Danube after the fall of the Avar state in 796, and even that
Krum, who became the Bulgarian khan about that time (traditionally in 802 or 803, but Bo`ilov–Gju-
zelev, 126, consider that it was certainly before 800), was in fact the leader of those Pannonian
Bulgars, Ostrogorski, Istorija, 200; Boba, Onogurs, 74–76. These hypotheses, however, have no
confirmation in the sources.
81 Einh, 182.1–19, 183.4–19.
82 See above.
83 Einh, 216.32–34; Ann. Fuld, 360.2–3.
84 Einh, 217.4–7.Finally, since the Bulgarians failed to break the resistance of their former
allies from the Seven Slavic tribes until 824, it is clear that until then, they were
also unable to establish direct control over their western border, on the mountain
range that creates the watershed of the Timok and the Greater Morava river
basins, and therefore until that moment they were unable to control the valley of
the Greater Morava.85 The text of an anonymous Bavarian geographer, written
around 844,86 the first part of which is of interest here, confirms the existence of
certain Moravians (Merehanos), at that time still unconquered by the Bulga-
rians. The text lists the peoples on the eastern borders of the Frankish Empire,
from north to south, in this order: the Nortabtrezi, in the neighborhood of the
Danes, the Wiltzi, Linnaei, Betenici and Smeldinzi and Morizani, Hehfeldi,
Surbi, Talaminzi, Czechs (Beheimare), Moravians (Marharii), Bulgarians (Vul-
garii), another Moravians (populus quem vocant Merehanos), and ends with the
statement: these are the areas that end on our (i.e. Frankish) borders.87 These
Moravians (Merehani) were Balkan Slavs, living in the valley of the River
Morava, the right tributary of the Danube.88 Traveling from the north to the
south along the eastern border of the Empire, a Frank would first pass through
the neighborhood of the Czechs, then the Moravians (of Moravia), then the
Bulgars, and then the Moravians (of the Balkans). Therefore, these Balkan Mo-
ravians, viewed from the perspective of the Franks, lived south of the Bulga-
rians,89 who bordered on the Franks in the Pannonian area. The fact that their
boundaries touched the Franks, south of the Bulgarian-Frankish border in Pan-
nonia is still more evidence to support the thesis that Bulgarian rule over the
valley of the Morava was not necessary for the Bulgarians to come into direct
contact and conflict with the Franks in Pannonia.
Based on the above statements, we may conclude that the Bulgarians did not
control the valley of the Morava River until the fifth decade of the 9th century.
However, judging by the events that followed, this must have happened just at
that time. The Bulgarians are known to have gone to war with the Serbs for the
first time during the reign of their khan Presian, who ruled between 836 and 852.
As the war lasted for three years, it could have started no later than 849. In
describing the conflict, the emperor Constantine VII says that the Serbs and Bul-
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85 Zlatarski, Istorija, I–1, 249, claims completely arbitrarily that the Bulgarians already during
the 8th century spread their rule over the basins of the Mlava and the Morava. Nikolov, Centralizam,
87, believes, also without grounds, that during the 7th and the 8th century the border between the
Bulgarian and the Avar realms was in the area between Belgrade and Sremska Mitrovica.
86 Geographus Bavarus, LdMA IV, col. 1270 (W. H. Fritze).
87 Geograf Bawarski, MPH I, 10. Since none of the more recent editions of this brief text was
at my disposal, I used an older, Polish edition from 1864, cf. n. 55.
88 It has long been disputed in historiography how to understand this data of the Bavarian
Geographer. In recent times, it has finally been proved that the people in question were the dwellers of
the Balkan Morava Region, Pirivatri}, Morava, 198–199, cf. n. 87. for older considerations; Her-
rmann, Bulgaren, 44. In order to distingush them from their northern namesake from Moravia, today
part of the Czech Republic, I would call them the Balkan Moravians.
89 Pirivatri}, Morava, 198.garians were already neighbors at that time.90 This could have been possible only
if the Bulgarians had previously extended their authority in the Morava River
valley by annexing the territory of the Balkan Moravians located there. Neither do
the facts we know about Bulgarian-Byzantine relations at the time contradict the
conclusion that the Bulgarian authority could extend in the Morava Valley during
the fifth decade of the 9th century. At that time, the thirty-year peace from 816
was still in force between the Bulgarians and the Empire. Meantime, the Bulga-
rians, nevertheless, subjugated the Smolyans, formally imperial subjects in the
Rhodope Mountains around 837,91 whilst their next direct conflict with the im-
perial army occurred at the time when the State and the Church in Constantinople
were governed by the empress Theodora and Patriarch Ignatius,92 that is, between
847 and 856.93 Also, even in Frankish sources there are no accounts of any
Bulgarian activities in Pannonia or in the direction of the Franks between 829 and
845.94 The absence of activities against the Byzantines and Franks at this point
left the Bulgarians space for operating on a third side, and that could have been
the Morava Valley. However, since the manuscript of the Bavarian geographer,
which was composed about 844 or soon after, intimates that the Balkan Mora-
vians were still unconquered by the Bulgarians, their submission to the Bulgarian
authority could not have occurred much earlier than this date. On the other hand,
there are solid grounds for believing that it did not happen much later.
In the Annals of Fulda there is a note that in 845 and 852, the East Frankish
king, Louis the German, received the embassy of the Bulgarians and Slavs.95 In
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90 DAI, 32.35–42.
91 Be{evliev, Inschriften, Nr. 14.1–9. For datation, cf. idem, p. 173–174; cf. also, Bo`ilov–Gju-
zelev, 159; Nikolov, Centralizam, 92–93.
92 Symeonis magistri et logothetae chronicon, ed. S. Wahlgren, Berlin — New York 2006,
131.17–18.
93 That is, after the peace treaty of 816 expired.
94 The information about Bulgarian envoys at the Frankish court in 832, mentioned in some
later Latin annals, Annalista Saxo, ed. G. Weitz, MGH SS VI, Hannoverae 1844, 574.22–23; Annales
Lobienses, ed. G. Weitz, MGH SS XIII, Hannoverae 1881, 232.14–15, which Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev, 153,
rely on, refer, in fact, as do other data noted in these sources under the year 832, that is the conflict of
the Franks with the Saracens and the baptism of the Danish king Harald, to the year 826. All these
data are taken from the ARF, AD 826, Einh., 214.12–20, 21–25, 37–40.
The only mention of the Bulgarians in the context of events in the eastern Frankish areas at that
time is the story of Pribina, the former prince of Nitra, and then prince of Pannonia, who, with his own
son Kocel, a little before 838, after the quarrel with Radbod, the Frankish margrave of the East, fled to
the realm of Bulgaria. From there he then left for Lower Pannonia, where he was recieved by the
prince Ratimir. That was the reason why the army of the said Radbod attacked this Ratimir in 838, De
conversione Bagoariorum et Carantanorum, ed. W. Wattenbach, MGH SS XI, Hannoverae 1854,
11.25–28.
95 AD 845 …tempore vero autumni in Saxonia apud Padrabrunnon generale placitum habuit,
ubi fratrum suorum et Nordmanorum, Sclavorum quoque et Bulgarorum, legationes suscepit, audivit
et absolvit…, Ann. Fuld, 364.25–27; AD 852 …Habita est autem et synodus… in civitate Mogontia,
metropoli Germaniae…, rex vero synodalia eorum decreta suo iudicio comprobavit, et legationes
Bulgarorum Sclavorumque audivit et absolvit…, Ann. Fuld, 367.39–45. The assumption that these
were perhaps the envoys of some of the northern Slavic peoples, that quite accidentally found them-
selves before the Frankish king on both occasions at the same time as the envoys of the Bulgarians,the Annals of St. Bertin it is recorded that in 853, the Bulgarians, receiving the
Slavs into an alliance (sociatis sibi Sclavis), and lured with gifts from the West
Frankish king, Charles the Bald, attacked the aforementioned East Frankish (Ger-
man) king Louis, but they were defeated.96 This last fact is of great importance,
because once again the relationship of the Bulgarians and their Slavic neighbors
and fellow combatants is designated by the term societas. Reports from the Annals
of Fulda on the Bulgarian-Slavic embassies in Germany in 845 and 852, indicate
that this was a lasting relationship, and leave no room for the data on the Bulga-
rian-Slavic alliance of 853 to be interpreted as an expression of a current state of
affairs and the simple needs of a current military campaign.97 All three records
must be viewed as a whole, and as such they bear witness to the existence of a
enduring set of circumstances between the Bulgarians and some Slavs in their
neighborhood, in the period from before 845 until after 853, relations that were
once more characterized by the term societas, like the relations between the Bul-
garians and the Timo~ans and Abodrits, thirty years before. The only question is
— who were the Slavs that were now in the Bulgarorum societas in the middle of
the 9th century? As we explained previously, the Bulgarians eliminated the self-gov-
ernment of the Seven Slavic tribes in the course of 820’s, and the Slavs in Pan-
nonia west of the Danube were still Frankish subjects. Should we recognize in
these Slavs perhaps the Balkan Moravians? Bearing in mind, as noted above, that
they did not come under Bulgarian rule until sometime in the fifth decade of the
9th century, this solution seems likely. However, if one accepts this, then one must
also accept that the expansion of Bulgarian rule to include them did not happen at
once but that it was a gradual process. In this process, the Balkan Moravians were
first given the status of allies, obliged to provide military assistance to the Bul-
garians, and that happened around, or slightly before 845. The Balkan Moravians
still held this status regarding the Bulgarians in 852 and 853. However, one must
ask the question as to how long this relationship lasted?
The next record in the Frankish chronicles dealing with the Bulgarians, an
item in the Annals of Fulda referring to 863, does not mention the Slavs along
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cannot be accepted, since the Frankish annalists, especially those of the East Franks, and the writer of
this part of the Annals of Fulda was of such a kind, when writing about the relations between the
Franks and their Slavic neighbors in the Elbe basin, Bohemia or Moravia, almost always and with no
exception, beside the term Slavs, also recorded their specific name, that is, Slavs Wiltzes, Slavs
Abodrits, Slavs Sorbs, Slavs Czechs, Slavs Moravians… That is not the case, however, with the quoted
data from the Annals of Fulda, and the more precise identification of the Slavs mentioned there can be
deduced only on the grounds that they are mentioned together with the Bulgarians.
96 AD 853 …Bulgari, sociatis sibi Sclavis, et, ut fertur, a nostris (i.e. Occidentalis Francis,
whose official historiography the Annales Bertitniani were) muneribus invitati, adversus Hludowicum,
Germaniae regem, acriter promoventur, sed Domino pugnante vincuntur…, Annales Bertitniani, MGH
SS I, 448.14–16.
97 There is an established view in historiography, which I think is wrong, that this data speaks
of the alliance against the Franks that was concluded between the new Bulgarian khan Boris and the
Great Moravian prince Rastislav, cf. Zlatarski, Istorija, I–2, Sofija 1927, 6–7; Istorija, 2, 213 (V.
Gjuzelev); J. V. A. Fines, The Early Medieval Balkans, Ann Arbor 1991, 112; Bo`ilov–Gjuzelev,
169–170.with them any more,98 and no longer do any of the other Frankish sources up to
the end of the 9th century. Does this mean that at some point between 853 and
863, the Balkan Moravians, too, lost their status as allies and that then the Bul-
garians imposed direct rule on them? In that case, the process of the Bulgarians’
subjugation of the Balkan Moravians would be exactly the same as in the case of
the Seven Slavic tribes and the Avars.99 The Bulgarians would first impose the
payment of tribute on a neighboring people and the obligation of supplying mili-
tary assistance in the form of an alliance, leaving them internal self-government
and local rulers, and then, the moment when the need for this kind of relationship
expired, they would terminate the relationship, destroy the self-government of the
said people and impose on them their direct and absolute power, integrating them
fully into their political and cultural system. It might be that in this process we
should recognize a general feature of the Bulgarian policy of expanding power
over the neighboring non-Byzantine peoples.
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SLOVENI SREDWEG PODUNAVQA I BUGARSKA EKSPANZIJA
U PRVOJ POLOVINI IX VEKA
Prema podacima Anala Frana~kog kraqevstva (AFK), 818. g. dvor cara
Ludovika Pobo`nog posetili su, izme|u ostalih, i poslanici izvesnih
Abodrita, Guduskana i Timo~ana. Guduskani se ostavqaju po strani, kako se
ne bi bespotrebno ulazilo u kontroverzu koja je u nauci vezana za wihovu
identifikaciju. Pa`wa se usmerava na pitawa vezana za stani{ta i poli-
ti~ki polo`aj Timo~ana i Abodrita na po~etku IX veka.
Za ime Timo~ana vezane su dve ~iwenice — to da su napustili Bul-
garorum societas i preselili se na frana~ku teritoriju, i to da wihovu
postojbinu, sude}i po wihovom imenu, treba tra`iti u pore~ju reke Timok.
Sa druge strane, vizantijski izvori koji opisuju doseqavawe Bugara 680/681. g.
i nastanak bugarske dr`ave, tj. Teofan i patrijarh Nikifor, pru`aju po-
datke o odre|enim slovenskim plemenima koja su Bugari tom prilikom pot-
~inili, ak o j eT e o f a np o m i w ek a osedam plemena. Prema ovim vizantijskim
piscima, Bugari su ove Slovene smestili zapadno od svojih stani{ta u Dowoj
Meziji, prema granici sa Avarima, nametnuli im danak i obavezali ih da
~uvaju te predele od avarskih napada. Po{to u vreme nastanka bugarske dr-
`ave avarska teritorija nije prelazila na desnu obalu Dunava, a ni bugarska
teritorija nije se pru`ala ju`no od venaca Stare planine, to nova stani{ta
Sedam slovenskih plemena treba tra`iti izme|u Dunava i zapadnih obro-
naka Stare planine, tj. u podru~ju gde se nalazi i reka Timok.
Pored pla}awa danka, Bugari su pot~iwenim Slovenima nametnuli i
obavezu odbrane granica od Avara, ali i vojne pomo}i u borbama, kako pro-
tiv Avara, tako i protiv Romeja. Krajem VII i tokom VIII veka Sloveni se
spomiwu kao bugarski saveznici u velikom broju vizantijsko-bugarskih su-
koba. Vizantijski pisci povremeno taj bugarsko-slovenski odnos ozna~avaju
pojmom summacia, savezni{tvo. Takav odnos Bugara i pot~iwenih im Slo-
vena bio je trajan. Postojao je i na po~etku IX veka, { t os ed az a k q u ~ i t i
analizom vesti o slovenskom u~e{}u u velikom bugarsko-vizantijskom ratu
807–815. g. Iznosi se zakqu~ak da upravo u tom odnosu treba prepoznati ono
{to frana~ki anali ozna~avaju kao societas sa Bugarima u kome su do 818. g.
bili Timo~ani. Tako se i na osnovu ~iwenice o wihovom poreklu iz pore~ja
reke Timok, i na osnovu wihovog politi~kog polo`aja u odnosu na Bugare,
name}e zakqu~ak da su Timo~ani bili jedno od Sedam slovenskih plemena.
Razlozi zbog kojih su oni napustili svoja stani{ta i dotada{wi politi~ki
polo`aj u odnosu na Bugare i zatra`ili frana~ku za{titu, pronalaze se u
promewenim spoqnopoliti~kim okolnostima u Podunavqu, nastalim nakon
uni{tewa Avarske dr`ave krajem VIII ip o ~ e t k o mIX veka, i zavr{etka bu-
garsko-vizantijskog rata sklapawem tridesetogodi{weg mira 816. g., usled
~ega je prestala bugarska potreba za postojawem samoupravnih slovenskih
zajednica na granicama sa Avarima i Vizantijom.
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podunavsko pleme, ik o j is euf r a n a ~ k i ma n a l i m ap o m i w uj o {i822. i 824. g.,
pa`wa je usmerena na podatak da oni `ive u Dakiji koja le`i kraj Dunava,
odn. u Dakiji polo`enoj na drugoj obali Dunava. Po{to je prime}eno veoma
dobro poznavawe poznorimske provincijske organizacije podunavskih pro-
stora od strane frana~kog analiste, ponu|eno je novo tuma~ewe ove dve sin-
tagme, po kojem u obe treba videti poku{aj adekvatnog parafrazirawa po-
znorimskog provincijskog naziva Dacia Ripensis (Dakija Priobalna), sa iz-
ra`enom namerom da se istakne kako se ovo Ripensis odnosi upravo na obalu
Dunava. Po{to se Dacia Ripensis nalazila na desnoj obali Dunava, upravo na
prostoru gde Teofan i patrijarh Nikifor sme{taju Sedam slovenskih ple-
mena, iznosi se zakqu~ak da su i Abodriti mogli biti jo{ jedno od Sedam
slovenskih plemena. Tako|e, io n is u , kao i Timo~ani, napustili Bulgarorum
societas, ali se nisu preselili na frana~ku teritoriju, nego su nastavili da
se odupiru Bugarima sve do 824. g.
Kona~no, po{to sve do 824. g. nisu uspeli da u potpunosti pot~ine sve
svoje susede iz Sedam slovenskih plemena, jasno je da Bugari dotada nisu
mogli ni da pro{ire svoju vlast na Moravsku dolinu. Spis anonimnog Ba-
varskog geografa oko 845. g. bele`i postojawe od Bugara samostalnih Mo-
ravqana u balkanskom Pomoravqu. Me|utim, kako je prvi bugarski rat sa
Srbima po~eo najkasnije 849. g., to se bugarska vlast u nekom vidu morala
pro{iriti na Moravsku dolinu pre te godine. Odre|eni podaci frana~kih
anala za 845, 852. i 853. g., ponovo svedo~e o zajednici i savezni{tvu Bugara
i izvesnih Slovena. Ima osnova za pretpostavku da u ovim Slovenima treba
videti upravo balkanske Moravqane. U tom slu~aju, {irewe bugarske vlasti
nad wima teklo bi na isti na~in kao i u slu~aju Sedam slovenskih plemena i
Avara — Bugari bi im najpre nametnuli danak i obavezu vojne pomo}i, a
potom bi ih, kada potreba za takvim odnosima prestane, jednostavno pot-
~inili i ukinuli svaki ostatak wihove samouprave. To se zbilo Morav-
qanima pre 863. g., po{to se od tada pa nadaqe u frana~kim izvorima uz
Bugare vi{e ne pomiwu Sloveni. U opisanom procesu mo`da bi trebalo
videti op{tu odliku bugarske politike {irewa vlasti nad susednim ne-
romejskim narodima.
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